
Class IX 

Sub: Social studies (political science) 
 

1 marks Questions 

 

1. Who said these words, “Democracy is the rule of people, for the people and by the people”? 

Ans. Abraham Lincoln. 

2. Democracy comes from which Greek word? Ans. Greek word, “Demokrati”. 
3. Name the ruling party of Syria? 

Ans. The Baath Party. 

4. Which two countries of the world have allowed the ruling parties to contest elections? 

Ans. China and Mexico. 

5. Name the country where women are not allowed to take part in the election. 

 

Ans. Saudi Arabia. 

6. Name the any one country of the world where there is no democracy. 

 

Ans. Zimbabwe. 

7. What type of government would you like to have in your country? 

Ans. Democracy. 

1. Name the ruler who had established dictatorship in Germany? 

 

Ans. Adolf Hitler. 

2. Who is President of Zimbabwe? 

 

Ans. Robert Mugabe. 

3. When did Zimbabwe achieve independence? 

Ans. 1980. 

4. Which party is ruling over Zimbabwe since independence? 

Ans. ZANU-PF. 

5. Write a drawback of the electoral system of Fiji? 

Ans. In Fiji, the value of the vote of the indigenous Fiji is more as comparison to an Indian Fijian. 

6. What is PRI? 

Ans. PRI is the political party of Mexico- Institutional Revolutionary Party. 

7. What does referendum means? 

Ans. Referendum is the direct vote in which an entire electorate is asked to either accept or reject a particular 

proposal. 

8. When did Parvez Musharraf come to power in Pakistan? 

Ans. October 1999. 

8. Why are quality decisions always possible in a democracy? 

Ans. Because democratic decisions always involves many persons, discussions and meetings. 



9. After how many years does Mexico hold elections for electing its president? 

Ans. After every six year. 

10. Name the country that does not give voting rights to minorities. 

Ans. Estonia. 

11. By whom the President of China appointed? 

Ans. Members of the national People’s Congress. 

12. Name a country which has multi-party system. 

Ans. India. 

3 marks Questions 

 

1. What amendments did Prvez Musharraf bring in the constitution of Pakistan by issuing a legal framework 

order? 

Ans. In August 2002 he issued a legal framework order that amended the constitution of Pakistan. 

According to this order, the president can dismiss the national or provincial assemblies.The work of the 

civilians’ cabinet is supervised by a National Security Council which is dominated by military officers. 

2. Pakistan under General Pervez  Musharaff was a democratic country or non democratic. Give reasons. 

Ans. Pakistan under General Pervez Musharaff was a non democratic country. He amended 

constitution according to his own will and for his personal benefits. He dismissed the national and 

provincial assemblies. 

Final power was rests with military officers. 

3. ‘Some countries are not ready to give voting rights to its citizens’. Explain. 

Ans. In Saudi Arabia women do not have the right to vote. 

Estonia had made its citizenship rules in such a way that people belonging to Russian minority find it difficult 

to get the right to vote. In Fiji the electoral system was is such that the vote of an indigenous Fiji has more 

value than that of an Indian Fijian. 

4. What dirty practices were used by IRP to win the elections in Mexico? 

Ans. The PRI was known to use many dirty tricks to win elections. 

All those who were employed in government offices had to attend its party meetings. Teachers of government 

schools used to force parents to vote for the PRI. 

Media largely ignored the activities of opposition political parties except to criticize them. 

5. Name any two countries where elections are held regularly but they cannot be considered as democratic 

countries. Explain. 

Ans. Mexico and China are two countries where elections are held regularly but they cannot be 

considered as democratic countries. In china before contesting elections a candidate need the approval 

of the Chinese Communist Party. People have no choice. The government is always formed by the 

communist party. This is against the democratic system of elections. In Mexico, PRI was known to use 

many dirty tricks to win elections. All those who were employed in government offices had to attend 

its party meetings. Teachers of government schools used to force parents to vote for the PRI. Media 

largely ignored the activities of opposition political parties except to criticize them. This is against the 



democratic system of elections. 

6. How is the dignity of citizens enhanced in democracy? 

Ans. Democracy enhances the dignity of citizens. 

Democracy is based on the principle of political equality, on recognizing that the poorest and the least educated 

have the same status as the rich and the educated. 

People are not subjected of a ruler, they are the rulers themselves. All the citizens are equal before law. 

7. How do democracy provide platform to deal with differences and conflict? 

Ans. Democracy provides the method to deal with differences and conflict. 

In any society people are bound to have differences of opinion and interests. These differences are particularly 

sharp in country like ours which has an amazing social diversity. Democracy provides the only peaceful solution 

to this problem. In democracy no one is the permanent winner. No one is the permanent looser. Different groups 

can live with one another peacefully. 

8. Why is democracy considered the best form of government? 

Ans. Democracy provides the method to deal with differences and conflict. Democracy allows us 

to correct its own mistakes. Democracy improves the quality of decision making. Democracy 

enhances the dignity of citizens. 

9. How does democracy allow us to correct its own mistakes? 

Ans. There is no guarantee that mistakes cannot be made in democracy. 

No form of government can guarantee that. The advantage in a democracy that such mistakes cannot be hidden 

for long. There is a space for public discussion on these mistakes. And there is a room for correction. Either the 

rulers have to change their decisions, or the rulers can be changed. 

10. How does democracy improve the quality of decision making? 

Ans. Democracy is based on consultations and discussion. 

A democratic decision always involves many persons, discussions and meetings. When a number 

of people put their heads together, they are able to point out possible mistakes in any decision. 

This takes time. But there is a big advantage in taking time over important decisions. 

11. Under what conditions government run after the elections? 

Ans. A democratic government cannot do whatever it likes, simply because it has won anelection. 

It has to respect some basic rules. In particular it has to respect some guarantees tothe minorities. 

Every major decision has to go through a series of consultations. Every office bearer has certain rights and 

responsibilities assigned by the constitution and the law. 

12. Who was Robert Mugabe? 

Ans. Robert Mugabe was the leader of ZANU-PH. 

Robert Mugabe has been ruling the country since independence. Elections have beenheld regularly and always 

won by ZANU-PH. 

President Mugabe is popular but also uses unfair practices in elections. 

Over the years his government has changed the constitutional several times toincrease the powers of the 

President and make him less accountable. 

Opposition party workers are harassed and their meeting disrupted. 

 



13. Write any three features of democratic elections. 

Ans. All citizens have a political right to vote with equal value. Elections 

were held regularly after every five or four years. 

Elections are conducted in a free and fare manner where people can choose as they really wish. 

14. Write any three drawbacks of non democratic elections. 

Ans. All citizens are not given right to vote. Elections are not 

held regularly. Elections are held in a free and manner. People 

face many restrictions. People don’t have choice. 

15. Is India a democratic country? Write any three arguments in favour of your answer. 

Ans. Yes, India is democratic country. It is largest democracy of the world. 

In India people have right to criticize the government and express their views freely. People choose their own 

government. 

The real and final power is in the hands of people. There are free 

and fair elections. 

16. Assess any three conditions that applied to the way a democratic government is run after the elections. 

Ans. People should have the freedom to express their views. 

They should have freedom to form associations and to protest also. Country is governed 

by the constitutional law. 

Everyone should be equal in the eye of law. 

People’s rights should be respected and it must be protected by law. 

17. Write any three basic principles of democracy. 

Ans. (i) Sovereignty of the people. People are free from outside powers. 

(ii) Rulers are elected by the people. 

(iii) Free and fair elections. 

18. Explain the difficulties faced by the people in a non democratic country. 

Ans. People cannot change their rulers according to their own wish. People cannot 

choose their rulers also. People cannot question the authority of the dictator. People 

cannot criticize the government. 

19. How far is it correct to say that respect for citizen’s rights were not followed in 

Zimbabwe. Explain. 

Ans. Yes, it is correct to say that respect for citizen’s rights were not followed in 

Zimbabwe Opposition party workers were harassed and their meetings disrupted. 

Public demonstrations and protests were declared illegal. There is a law that limits the 

right to criticize the President. 

20. How far is it correct to say that respect for citizen’s rights were not followed in 

Pakistan. Explain. 

Ans. Yes, it is correct to say that respect for citizen’s rights were not followed in 

Pakistan. In August 2002 he issued legal framework order that amended the 

constitution of Pakistan. According to this order, the President can dismiss the national 

and provincial assemblies. 



 

21. Write any three basic principles of democracy. 

Ans. (i) Sovereignty of the people. People are free from outside powers. 

(iv) Rulers are elected by the people. 

(v) Free and fair elections. 
 

22. Explain the difficulties faced by the people in a non democratic country. 

Ans. People cannot change their rulers according to their own wish. People cannot choose their rulers also. People 

cannot question the authority of the dictator. People cannot criticize the government. 

23. How far is it correct to say that respect for citizen’s rights were not followed in Zimbabwe. Explain. 

Ans. Yes, it is correct to say that respect for citizen’s rights were not followed in Zimbabwe 

Opposition party workers were harassed and their meetings disrupted. 

Public demonstrations and protests were declared illegal. There is a law bthat 

limits the right to criticize the President. 

24. How far is it correct to say that respect for citizen’s rights were not followed in Pakistan. Explain. 

Ans. Yes, it is correct to say that respect for citizen’s rights were not followed in Pakistan. In 

August 2002 he issued legal framework order that amended the constitution of Pakistan. According 

to this order, the President can dismiss the national and provincial assemblies. 

25. Why is representative democracy necessary? 

Ans. Representative Democracy is the most common form of democracy. This form of democracy is necessary 

because the population of modern democratic states is very large and it is physically impossible for each member to  
participate in decision making process. 

Even they could sit together, do not have the time, desire, experience for participating in  decision making 

process. 

26. What are the features of a good democracy? 

Ans. Every citizen must be able to play equal role in decision making. 

An equal right to vote is not enough; people need to have equal information, basic education, and equal resources. 

Good democracy will come only when no one goes hungry to bed. When every person has employment and 

accessibility of basic needs. 

27. Are elections sufficient to guarantee the existence of democratic government? 

Ans. Only elections are not sufficient to guarantee the existence of democratic government. There should be 

choice before the voters to elect the representatives. Election system should not be like China. 

One vote one Person and one value. Elections should be based on this principle. 

 

28. “Rulers and the rules, both are responsible for making of an ideal democracy”. Explain. 

Ans. It depends upon on the citizens that what type of representative they are elected. It depends on the 

awareness and participation of people. 

In a democracy every citizen must be able to play equal role in decision making. Both the rulers and 

the ruled should try to realize the ideals of democratic decisions. 

29. The army is the most disciplined and corruption free organization in the country. There for the army should rule 

the country. Give reason. 



Ans. No the army should not rule the country. The army officials are not elected by the people. 

Whereas the in democracy the rulers are elected by the people. 

 

30. What is responsible government? 

Ans. Democratic government is a responsible government. 

The representatives elected by the people so it remains responsible towards people. 

In case they do not remain responsible before the people can change them during the next elections. 

1. What do understand by political equality? 

Ans. Democracy is based on political equality which ensures equal rights. Both the rich and 

poor the educated and educated get equal rights. 

Democracy enhances the dignity of the people. 

2. What do you understand by room for correction? 

Ans. It is only in democracy that mistakes are admitted and all attempts are made to correct these mistakes. If 

mistakes are made it is only in democracy that they are admitted and then corrected. In democracy thus there is a 

room for correction. 

5 marks Questions 

 

1. Write any five features of Democratic government. 

Ans. People have political rights. They take part in an election process on the basis of Universal Adult Franchise. 

Democratic government is accountable and responsive to the needs of people. There are free and fair elections. 

People participate in them without any restriction. People also participate in the functioning of decision making. 

Representatives are elected for the fixed tenure of time.  

People are not subjects of the ruler, they are rulers themselves. 

2. Write any five features of Non Democratic government. 

Ans. (i) People do not enjoy political rights or they have every limited right. 

(ii) Elections are not held in a free and fair manner. People face many restrictions. 

(iii) People are not allowed to participate in the functioning of decision making. 

(iv) Government is not accountable and responsive to the needs of people. 

(v) People are never considered rulers or dignified citizens. They are treated as subjects. 

3. Describe any five features of non-democratic Pakistan under General Musharraf. 

Ans. In Pakistan General Pervez Musharraf led a military coup in October 1999. He overthrew a democratically 

elected government and declared himself the Chief Executive of the country. 

He changed the designation to President and 2002 held a referendum in the country that granted him a five year extension. 

Pakistani media human rights organizations and democracy activities said that the referendum was based on 

malpractices and fraud. In August 2002 he issued legal framework order that amended the constitution of Pakistan. 

According to this order, the President can dismiss the national and provincial assemblies. The work of the civilian 

cabinet is supervised by the National Security Council which is dominated by military officers. 

4. How far it is correct to say that the government of PRI in Mexico was a non democratic government? 

Give arguments. 



Ans. The government made by International Revolutionary Party id Mexico was not a democratic government. 

It works against the principles of democracy. 

The PRI was known to use many dirty tricks to win the elections.  

All those who are employed in government offices had to attend its party meetings. Teachers of government 

schools used to force parents to vote for PRI. 

Opposition parties did contest elections but never manage to win. 

Media largely ignored the activities of opposition political parties except to criticize them. Sometimes the polling booths 

were shifted from one place to another in the last minute, which made it difficult for people to cast their vote. 

5. How far the rule of law and respect for citizen’s rights are followed in Zimbabwe although Robert Mugabe has 

been democratically elected? 

Ans. Zimbabwe attained independence from white minority rule in 1980. Since then the country has been ruled by 

ZANU-PF, the party that led the freedom struggle. 

Its leader Robert Mugabe has been ruling the country since independence. 

Elections were held regularly and always won by ZANU-PF. President Robert Mugabe is popular but also use unfair means 

in elections. 

Over the year his government has changed the constitution several times to increase the power of the President and make 

him less accountable. 

Opposition party workers were harassed and their meetings disrupted. 

Public demonstrations and protests were declared illegal. There is a law that limits the right to criticize the President. 







 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 



CHAPTER 3 

ISWARAN THE STORYTELLER 

Text book (page-18) Think about it 

 

I. LONG ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS:  

1) In what way is Iswaran an asset to Mahendra? 

Why was Iswaran an asset to Mahendra? OR Mention any two qualities of Iswaran which 

made him an asset to Mahendra. 

Why Iswaran was called Mahendra’s asset? OR What sets Iswaran apart from other 

domestic helps? 

An: Iswaran was a good domestic assistant for Mahendra. Apart from cooking and doing 

household chores, he was a great entertainer for his master. He was good at managing 

resources as he could find vegetables out of accompanying his master. 

2) How does Iswaran describe the uprooted tree on the highway? What effect does he want 

to create in his listeners? OR How did Iswaran the storyteller describe the uprooted tree? 

An: Iswaran describes the uprooted tree on the highway with eyebrows suitably arched 

(turned) and hands held out in a dramatic way. He would begin by saying that the road 

was deserted and he was all alone. Suddenly,  he spotted something that looked like an 

enormous bushy beast lying sprawled across the road. He was half inclined to turn and go 

back. But, as he came closer he saw that it was a fallen tree, with its dry branches spread 

out. The effect he wants to create is suspense and surprise ending to every small incident 

that he narrates to his listeners especially to his master. 

3) How does he narrate the story of the tusker? Does it appear to be plausible? OR How did 

Iswaran make himself the hero in the elephant story? OR How did Iswaran manage to 

bring down the mad elephant? OR  

According to Iswaran how did he tackle the elephant in the school building? 

An: He started the story of the elephant by giving a prologue in which he called elephants 

‘huge well- fed beasts’. He said that after escaping from the timber yard, the elephant 
started roaming about, stamped on bushes and tore up wild creepers. It then came to the 

main road of the town and smashed all the stalls selling fruits, mud pots and clothes. It 

then entered a school ground where the children were playing. It pulled out the football 

goal- post, tore down the volleyball net, flattened the drum kept for water and uprooted 

the shrubs. 

All the teachers and students were so afraid that they climbed up to the terrace of the 

school building. 

According to Iswaran, he was studying in the Junior class at that time. He grabbed a cane 

from the hands of one of the teachers and ran into the open. The elephant continued 

grunting and stamping its feet. It looked frightening. However, he moved slowly towards 



it. When the elephant was ready to rush towards him, he moved forward and struck its 

third toe nail. It looked stunned and then collapsed. 

This story does not appears to be plausible.(believable) 

4) Why does the author say that Iswaran seemed to more than make up for the absence of a 

TV in Mahendra’s living quarters? 

An: The author says so because Iswaran provided a great company to Mahendra. He 

would chat with Mahendra at night when he returned from his work. Iswaran would also 

entertain Mahendra by telling stories. Thus, with Iswaran around Mahendra never felt 

bored and never felt the necessity of having a TV for entertainment. 

5) Mahendra calls ghosts or spirits a figment of the imagination. What happens to him on a 

full moon night? 

An: Mahendra calls ghosts or spirits a figment of the imagination because Iswaran 

informed him that they were living on a burial site and kept narrating him stories of 

various ghosts he himself had encountered. 

On one full moon night, Mahendra was woken up from his sleep by a low moan (crying 

in pain) close to his window. At first, he thought that it was a cat prowling around for 

mice. But, the sound was too deep and guttural for a cat. He resisted looking outside as he 

did not want to witness a sight that might stop his heartbeat. But, the crying became 

louder and less subtle. He could not resist the temptation any more. Lowering himself to 

the level of the windowsill, he looked out at the white sheet of moonlight outside. There, 

not too far away, was a dark cloudy form clutching a bundle. He broke into a cold sweat 

and fell back on the pillow, panting. 

6) Can you think of some other ending for the story? 

An: The story could have ended on a more positive note. Instead of resigning his job, 

Mahendra could have been shown as a courageous man and proving the ghost theory 

wrong. Another ending can be of both Mahendra and Iswaran leaving the place together 

and in turn continuing their bond which is depicted earlier in the story. Iswaran has been 

explained as a man of all seasons for Mahendra. 

 II. Short Answer Type Questions:  

1) Why did Iswaran want to cook something special for dinner? 

An: Iswaran wanted to make something special for dinner because that day was an 

auspicious day. According to tradition, various delicious are prepared to feed the spirits 

of the ancestors on this auspicious day. Iswaran believed in all these hence he wanted to. 

2) What made Iswaran so imaginative and a good narrator? 

An: Imagination is an outcome of deep thinking, sharp insight and extensive reading. 

Iswaran loved reading very much and he never missed and chance of reading, Iswaran 

used to read popular Tamil thrillers in his spare time which helped his imagination to 

grow. So, he was able to become imaginative and a good narrator. 

3) What destruction did the elephant cause in the town? 



An: The elephant caused major destruction in the town by breaking tree branches and  

fences, smashing fruit stalls, and entering the school playground by breaking a brick wall. 

There, he pulled out a football goal post, tore down the volleyball net and flattened the 

water drum. 

4) Why did Mahendra become fond of Iswaran? 

An: Mahendra became fond of Iswaran because Iswaran was a resourceful person. 

Besides being a good cook, he could arrange things even a desolate places while taking 

care of Mahendra’s requirements. He was also a very imaginative storyteller, keeping 
Mahendra entertained in the evenings. 

5) When did Mahendra expect Iswaran to be bad- tempered?  

An: Mahendra expected Iswaran to be bad- tempered after Mahendra had scolded him for 

believing in ghosts and spirits. However, next morning, Mahendra found Iswaran aa 

cheerful and talkative as ever. Iswaran never mind the rebukes of his master and 

remained devoted to him. 

6) Why did Mahendra listen to Iswaran’s stories without interrupting him? 

An: Mahendra listened to Iswaran’s stories without interrupting him because of the 

interesting and inimitable way that the stories were told. He had replaced the 

entertainment value of a TV in Mahendra’s living quarters. He, himself, was good 
enough for the TV. 

7) Why did Mahendra decide to leave the haunted place? 

An: Mahendra saw cloudy figure outside the window. He was convinced that there were 

ghosts there. He was scared and did not want to live there any longer. So, he resigned his 

job to stay away from the ‘haunted’ place. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



                                                                Class--IX-- 

                                                                sub: History Chapter 1 

                                                                The French Revolution Miss-- Asha Hrangkhawl  

 

1. Describe the circumstances leading to the outbreak of revolutionary protest in France.  

  

ANS:The circumstances leading to the outbreak of revolutionary protest in France are: (i)Political (ii) Social (iii) Economic (iv) 

Intellectual (i)POLITICAL: The Bourbon King of France, Louis XVl was an Extremely autocratic and weak willed King who led a life 

of obscene luxury. This led to a lot of disenchantment among the masses who then were leading life of extreme poverty and widespread 

hunger.  

(ii) SOCIAL: The social codition in France in late 18th century were extremely unequal and exploitative. The clergy and nobil ity formed 

the first two Estates and were the most privileged classes in the French society. They were exemted from payment of taxes to the state. 

On the other hand the Third Estate that concisted of peasants and worker formed the majority of the population. They were burdened 

with excessive taxes with no political and social rights. As a result, they were extremely discontent.  

(iii) ECONOMIC: As a result of the numerous wars waged by Louis XVl, the State coffers were empty. The situation was made even 

more complex by France's involvement in the America War of Independence and the faulty system of taxation. While the privileged 

classes were excused from paying taxes, the Third Estate was more and more burdened with them.  

 (iv) INTELLECTUAL: The 18th century was marked by conscious refusal by French thinkers of the 'Divine Rights Theory,' 

Philosophers like Rousseau rejected the paradigm of absolute monarchy and promulgated the doctrine of equality of man and sovereignty 

of people. CONCLUSION: July 14,1789 the agitated crowd stormed and destroyed the Bastille leading to outbreak of the French 

Revolution.  

 

 

2. Which groups of French society benefited from the revolution? Which groups were forced to relinquish power? Which sections of 

society would have been disappointed with the outcome of the revolution? 

 

 ANS: It was the rich members of 3rd estates who were mostly benefited from the Franch revolution. Clergy and the Nobility were 

forced to relinquish their power. The poor classes of 3th estates and women were disappointed with the outcome of revolution because 

equality was not given which was promised.  

 

3. Describe the legacy of the Franch Revolution for the people of the world during the 19th and 20th centuries.  

 

 ANS: The legacy of the France Revolution for the people of the world during the 19th and 20th centuries follows: Ideas of lib erty, 

equality, fraternity and democratic spread from France to other European countries and feudalism was abolished. 

 

 4. Draw up a list of Democratic rights we enjoy today whose origins could be traced to the French Revolution.  

 

ANS: We can trace the origin of the following democratic rights we enjoy today to the French Revolution: * Right to Equality * Right to 

Freedom * Freedom of speech and expression * Right against exploitations * Right to justice  

 

5. Would you agree with the message of universal rights was beset with contradictions? Explain.  

 

ANS: Yes the message of universal rights was beset with contradictions: For example, "the law has the right to forbid only actions 

injurious to society " had nothing to say about criminal offences against other individuals. The declaration stated that law is the 

expression of the general will. 

 

 6. How would you explain the rise of Napoleon? 

  

ANS: Nepolian's rise to power can be explained through: * His military exploits. * Defeated the Austrian army in a series of battles. * 

Gained France large amount of territory. * Also defeated the British army * He was part of a group that overthrew the French Directory. 

Nepolian's status as a commoner and war hero made him popular with French masses.  
 

 



9 Science 
Chapter 1 - Matter In Our Surroundings 

Page No 3: 

Question 1:Which of the following are matter? 

Chair, air, love, smell, hate, almonds, thought, cold, cold drink, smell of perfume. 

ANSWER:Anything that occupies space and has mass is called matter. Matter can exist 

in three physical states—solid, liquid, and gaseous. 

Chair and almond are forms of matter in the solid state. 

Cold drink is a liquid state of matter. 

Air is a gaseous state of matter. 

Question 2:Give reasons for the following observation:The smell of hot sizzling food 

reaches you several metres away, but to get the smell from cold food you have to go 
close. 

ANSWER:Solids diffuse at a very slow rate. But, if the temperature of the solid is 

increased, then the rate of diffusion of the solid particles into air increases. This is due to 
an increase in the kinetic energy of solid particles. Hence, the smell of hot sizzling food 
reaches us even at a distance, but to get the smell from cold food we have to go close. 

Question 3:A diver is able to cut through water in a swimming pool. Which property of 

matter does this observation show? 

ANSWER:The ability of a diver to cut through water in a swimming pool shows that the 
particles of matter have intermolecular spaces. The intermolecular spaces in liquids is fair 
enough to let the diver pass through it.  

Page No 3: 

Question 4:What are the characteristics of particles of matter? 

ANSWER:The characteristics of particles of matter are: 

(i) Particles of matter have spaces between them. 

(ii) Particles of matter are continuously moving. 

(iii) Particles of mater attract each other. 

 

 

Page No 6: 



Question 1:The mass per unit volume of a substance is called density (density = 

mass/volume). Arrange the following in order of increasing density − air, exhaust from 
chimney, honey, water, chalk, cotton, and iron. 

ANSWER:The given substances in the increasing order of their densities can be 

represented as: 

Air < Exhaust from chimney < Cotton < Water < Honey < Chalk < Iron 

Question 2:(a) Tabulate the differences in the characteristics of states of matter. 

(b) Comment upon the following: rigidity, compressibility, fluidity, filling a gas container, 
shape, kinetic energy, and density. 

ANSWER:(a) The differences in the characteristics of states of matter are given in the 

following table. 

S. 

No. 
Solid state Liquid state Gaseous state 

1. Definite shape and 

volume. 

No definite shape. Liquids 

attain the shape of the vessel 

in which they are kept. 

Gases have neither a 

definite shape nor a 

definite volume. 

2. Incompressible Compressible to a small 

extent. 

Highly compressible 

3. There is little space 

between the particles of 

a solid. 

These particles have a greater 

space between them. 

The space between gas 

particles is the greatest. 

4. These particles attract 

each other very 

strongly. 

The force of attraction 

between liquid particles is 

less than solid particles. 

The force of attraction 

is least between 

gaseous particles. 

5. Particles of solid cannot 

move freely. 

These particles move freely. Gaseous particles are in 

a continuous, random 

motion. 

(b) Rigidity can be expressed as the tendency of matter to resist a change in shape. 

Compressibility is the ability to be reduced to a lower volume when force is applied. 

Fluidity is the ability to flow. 

By filling a gas container we mean the attainment of shape of the container by gas. 

Shape defines a definite boundary. 

Kinetic energy is the energy possessed by a particle due to its motion. 



Density is mass per unit volume. 

Question 3:Give reasons: 

(a) A gas fills completely the vessel in which it is kept. 

(b) A gas exerts pressure on the walls of the container. 

(c) A wooden table should be called a solid. 

(d) We can easily move our hand in air, but to do the same through a solid block of wood, 

we need a karate expert. 

ANSWER: 

(a) There is little attraction between particles of gas. Thus, gas particles movefreely in all 

directions. Therefore, gas completely fills the vessel in which it is kept. 

(b) Particles of gas move randomly in all directions at high speed. As a result, theparticles 

hit each other and also hit the walls of the container with a force. Therefore, gas exerts 

pressure on the walls of the container. 

(c) A wooden table has a definite shape and volume. It is very rigid and cannot be 

compressed i.e., it has the characteristics of a solid. Hence, a wooden table should be 

called a solid. 

(d) Particles of air have large spaces between them. On the other hand, wood has little 

space between its particles. Also, it is rigid. For this reason, we can easily move our 

hands in air, but to do the same through a solid block of wood, we need a karate expert. 

Question 4:Liquids generally have lower density as compared to solids. But you must 

have observed that ice floats on water. Find out why. 

ANSWER:The mass per unit volume of a substance is called density (density = 

mass/volume). As the volume of a substance increases, its density decreases. 

Though ice is a solid, it has large number of empty spaces between its particles. These 

spaces are larger as compared to the spaces present between the particles of water. 

Thus, the volume of ice is greater than that of water. Hence, the density of ice is less than 

that of water. A substance with lower density than water can float on water. Therefore, ice 

floats on water. 

Page No 9: 

Question 1:Convert the following temperature to Celsius scale: 

(a) 300 K 

(b) 573 K 

ANSWER:(a) 300 K = (300 − 273)°C= 27°C 



(b)573 K = (573 − 273)°C= 300°C 

Question 2:What is the physical state of water at: 

(a) 250°C 

(b) 100°C 

ANSWER:(a) Water at 250°C exists in gaseous state. 

(b) At 100°C, water can exist in both liquid and gaseous form. At this temperature, after 

getting the heat equal to the latent heat of vaporization, water starts changing from liquid 

state to gaseous state. 

Question 3:For any substance, why does the temperature remain constant during the 

change of state? 

ANSWER:During a change of state, the temperature remains constant. This is because 
all the heat supplied to increase the temperature is utilised in changing the state by 
overcoming the forces of attraction between the particles. Therefore, this heat does not 
contribute in increasing the temperature of the substance. 

Question 4:Suggest a method to liquefy atmospheric gases. 

ANSWER:By applying pressure and reducing the temperature, atmospheric gases can 

be liquefied. 

Page No 10: 

Question 1:Why does a desert cooler cool better on a hot dry day? 

ANSWER:When a liquid evaporates, the particles of the liquid absorb energy from the 

surroundings to compensate the loss of energy during evaporation. This makes the 
surroundings cool. 

In a desert cooler, the water inside it is made to evaporate. This leads to absorption of 

energy from the surroundings, thereby cooling the surroundings. Again, we know that 

evaporation depends on the amount of water vapour present in air (humidity). If the 

amount of water vapour present in air is less, then evaporation is more. On a hot dry day, 

the amount of water vapour present in air is less. Thus, water present inside the desert 

cooler evaporates more, thereby cooling the surroundings more. That is why a desert 

cooler cools better on a hot dry day. 

Question 2:How does water kept in an earthen pot (matka) become cool during 

summers? 

ANSWER:There are some pores in an earthen pot through which the liquid inside the pot 

evaporates. This evaporation makes the water inside the pot cool. In this way, water kept 
in an earthen pot becomes cool during summers. 



Question 3:Why does our palm feel cold when we put some acetone or petrol or perfume 

on it? 

ANSWER:When we put some acetone or petrol or perfume on our palm, it evaporates. 

During evaporation, particles of the liquid absorb energy from the surrounding or the 
surface of the palm to compensate for the loss of energy, making the surroundings cool. 
Hence, our palm feels cold when we put some acetone or petrol or perfume on it. 

Question 4:Why are we able to sip hot tea or milk faster from a saucer than a cup? 

ANSWER:A liquid has a larger surface area in a saucer than in a cup. Thus, it evaporates 

faster and cools faster in a saucer than in a cup. For this reason, we are able to sip hot 
tea or milk faster from a saucer than a cup. 

Question 5:What type of clothes should we wear in summers? 

ANSWER:We should wear cotton clothes in summers. During summers, we sweat more. 

On the other hand, cotton is a good absorber of water. Thus, it absorbs sweat from our 
body and exposes the liquid to the atmosphere, making evaporation faster. During this 
evaporation, particles on the surface of the liquid gain energy from our body surface, 
making the body cool. 
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Question 1:Convert the following temperatures to Celsius scale. 

(a) 293 K 

(b) 470 K 

ANSWER:Kelvin is an SI unit of temperature, where 0°C = 273.16 K (approximately 273 

K) 

(a) 293 K = (293 − 273) °C = 20 °C 

(b) 470 K = (470 − 273) °C = 197 °C 

Question 2:Convert the following temperatures to Kelvin scale. 

(a) 25°C 

(b) 373°C 

ANSWER:Kelvin is an SI unit of temperature, where 0°C = 273.16 K (approximately 273 

K) 

(a) 25 °C = (25 + 273) K= 298 K 

(b) 373 °C = (373 + 273) K= 646 K 

Question 3:Give reason for the following observations. 

(a) Naphthalene balls disappear with time without leaving any solid. 



(b) We can get the smell of perfume sitting several metres away. 

ANSWER:(a) Naphthalene undergoes sublimation easily i.e., the change of state of 

naphthalene from solid to gas takes place easily. Thus, naphthalene balls disappear with 
time without leaving any solid. 

(b) Gaseous particles possess high speed and large spaces between them. Particles of 

perfume diffuse into these gaseous particles at a very fast rate and reach our nostrils. 

This enables us to smell the perfume from a distance. 

Question 4: 

Arrange the following substances in increasing order of forces of attraction between 

particles−− water, sugar, oxygen. 

ANSWER:Sugar is a solid; the forces of attraction between the particles of sugar are 
strong. Water is a liquid; the forces of attraction here are weaker than sugar. Oxygen is a 
gas; the forces of attraction are the weakest in gases. 

Thus, the increasing order of forces of attraction between the particles of water, sugar and 

oxygen is 

Oxygen < Water < Sugar 

Question 5:What is the physical state of water at−− 

(a) 25°C 

(b) 0°C 

(c) 100°C 

ANSWER:(a) Water at 25°C is present in the liquid state. 

(b) At 0 °C, water can exist as both solid and liquid. At this temperature, after getting the 

heat equal to the latent heat of fusion, the solid form of water i.e., ice starts changing into 

its liquid form i.e., water. 

(c) At 100 °C, water can exist as both liquid and gas. At this temperature, after getting the 

heat equal to the latent heat of vaporization, water starts changing from its liquid state to 

its gaseous state, i.e., water vapours. 

Question 6:Give two reasons to justify− 

(a) water at room temperature is a liquid. 

(b) an iron almirah is a solid at room temperature. 

ANSWER:(a) At room temperature (25 °C), water is a liquid because it has the following 

characteristic of liquid: 



(i) At room temperature, water has no shape but has a fixed volume that is, it occupies the 

shape of the container in which it is kept. 

(ii) At room temperature, water flows. 

(b) An iron almirah is a solid at room temperature (25 °C) because: 

(i) it has a definite shape and volume like a solid at room temperature. 

(ii) it is rigid as solid at room temperature. 

Question 7:Why is ice at 273 K more effective in cooling than water at the same 

temperature? 

ANSWER:Ice at 273 K has less energy than water (although both are at the same 
temperature). Water possesses the additional latent heat of fusion. Hence, at 273 K, ice is 
more effective in cooling than water. 
 

 Question 8:What produces more severe burns, boiling water or steam? 

ANSWER:Steam has more energy than boiling water. It possesses the additional latent 

heat of vaporization. Therefore, burns produced by steam are more severe than those 
produced by boiling water. 

Question 9:Name A, B, C, D, E and F in the following diagram showing change in its 

state. 

ANSWER: 
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Study material –class IX Geography : chapter 1 ( India –size and Location)  

1. Why 82®30’ E has been selected as standard meridian of India?  
Ans-  82®30’ E has been selected as standard meridian of India because it passes through the 
centre of the country. There  is a time difference of two hours between easternmost and western 

most meridian of India. Thus in order to avoid confusion, one time zone is selected for the whole 

country.   

2. Why the difference between duration of day and night hardly felt at kanyakumari but not so in 

kashmir?  

Ans- kanyakumari is almost close to equator while kashmir is far away from equator. Duration of 

day and night over equator is same (12hrs). places located near the equator have shorter 

duration of day and night than places away from it.  

3. Name the group of Island lying in the Arabian sea?  

Ans- Lakshadweep  

4. Name the countries which are larger than India.  

Ans- Russia,  canada,  USA ,china ,Brazil, and Australia.  

5. Which Island group of India lies to the south-east?  

Ans- Andaman and Nicobar Island.  

6. Which Island countries is our southern neighbour?  

Ans- Sri lanka and Maldives.  

7. The sun rises two hours earlier in Arunachal pradesh as compared to Gujurat in the west but the 

watches show the same time. How does this happen?  

Ans- The sun rises two hours earlier in Arunachal pradesh as compared to Gujurat in the west but 

the watches show the time because the time of standard meridian (82®30’E) passing through 
Mirzapur in uttarpradesh is chosen as the standard time for the whole country.  

8. The central location of India as the head of Indian ocean is considered of great  significance. 

Why?   

Ans- India is centrally located between east and west Asia. The Trans Indian ocean routes 

connect the countries of Europe in the west and East Asia in the east.  

      India has close contact with Africa and Europe from the western coast and east and south 

east  Asia from eastern coast. Being situated in the north of Indian Ocean, the country has 

almost equal distance with Australia, Japan, Europe and Africa.  

                      India’s significant  position in Indian Ocean Justifies the naming of an Ocean after its 
name.          
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(Class – IX) 

( Sub – Bengali ) 

“ছুটি” 

-রবীন্দ্রনাথ ঠাকুর 

 

১) “মাথায় চট্ কররয়া একটা নতুন ভাববাদয় হইল” – ক) কার ললখা, লকান গবের অন্তগগত? খ) কার মাথায় রকবের ভাববাদয় 
হয়? তার পররণাম রক হয়? 

উত্তর : ক) আল োচ্য অংশটি বিশ্বকবি রিীন্দ্রনোথ ঠোকুলরর ‘ছুটি' নোমক ছছোট গলের অন্তগগত। 

খ) িো কলের সেগ োর ফটিক চ্ক্রিতীর মোথোয় চ্ট্ কলর একটি ভোলিোেয় হয়। 

গ) নেীর ধোলর একটো প্রকোণ্ড শো কোলঠর গুঁব়ি মোস্তুল  পবরণত হওয়োর জনয পল়িবছ । বির হ  ছসটোলক সকল  বমল  গব়িলয় বনলয় যোলি। 
ছয িযবির কোঠ আিশযককোল  কতখোবন বিস্ময় বিরবি ছিোধ করলি এটো ছভলি ফটিক এিং তোর সঙ্গী সোথীলের আনন্দ হয়। বকন্তু ছখ ো আরম্ভ 

হওয়োর আলগই ফটিলকর ছছোট ভোই মোখন গম্ভীরভোলি ছসই শো  কোলঠর গুঁব়িলত এলস িলস। ফটিক শোসলনর সুলর ধমক বেল ও মোখন তো 
ছথলক নল়ি নো। তখন ফটিক ঠিক কলর ছয মোখন শুদ্ধ গুঁব়িটিলক গ়িোল  ছখ োর ছমোজো আলরো িৃবদ্ধ পোলি। ছসই মলতো সকল  বমল  মোখন 
শুদ্ধ গুঁব়িটি গ়িোলতই বিপবি িোুঁ লধ। মোখন ভূবমসোৎ হয়, পলর উলঠ ছস ফটিলকর উপর ঝোুঁ বপলয় পল়ি। তোরপর কোুঁ েলত কোুঁ েলত িোব়ি বগলয় 
নোব শ জোনোয় মোলয়র কোলছ। 

২) “পারথগব ও লগৌরববর নযায় ইহার আনুষরিক লে রবপবদর েম্ভাবনা আবছ, তা তাহার রকিংবা আর কাহারও মবন উদয় হয় নাই” 
– ক) তাহার বলবত কাবক লবাঝাবনা হবয়বছ? খ)  কাহারও বলবত কাবদর লবাঝাবনা হবয়বছ? গ) আবলাচয অিংবের তাৎপেগ  

কী? 

উত্তর : ক) কবিগরু রিীন্দ্রনোথ ঠোকুর রবচ্ত “ছুটি” নোমক  ছছোটগলে ‘তোহোর' ি লত ফটিক চ্ক্রিতীর ছছোট ভোই মোখন চ্ক্রিতীলক ছিোঝোলনো 
হলয়লছ। 

খ) এখোলন ‘কোহোরও' ি লত ফটিক ও তোর িনু্ধলের কথো ি ো হলয়লছ। 

গ) িো কলের সেগ োর ফটিক নেীর ধোলর পল়ি থোকো একটো শো  কোলঠর গুঁব়িলক ছঠল  নেীর জল  ছফল  ছেওয়োর ছখ োয় মোলত। ঠিক ছসই 
সময় তোর ছছোলটো ভোই মোখন এলস গুঁব়িটির উপর িলস। ফটিক তোলক উলঠ যোওয়োর জনয  ি ো সলতযও মোখন উঠলত রোবজ হয়নো। মোখন 
ভোলি, নো উঠোলত তোর ছগৌরি আলছ। বকন্তু ছগৌরলির সলঙ্গ ছয বিপলের সম্ভোিনো আলছ তো ছস ভোিলত পোলরবন। তোই ছছল র ে  যখন মোখন 



শুদ্ধ শো  কোলঠর গুঁব়িটি গ়িোলত আরম্ভ কলর, তখন মোখন ভূবমসোৎ হয় এিং আহত হয়। ছস উলঠ এলস েোেো ফটিলকর উপর ঝোুঁ বপলয় পল়ি। 
তোরপর   কোুঁ েলত কোুঁ েলত িোব়ির পথ ধলর এিং মোলক বগলয় ফটিলকর বিরুলদ্ধ নোব শ জোনোয়। 

৩) “রবধবা এই প্রস্তাবব েহবেই েম্মত হইবলন” – ক) রবধবা বলবত কাবক লবাঝাবনা হবয়বছ? খ) প্রস্তাবটি রক রছল? গ) 

তার েম্মত হওয়ার কারণ কী? 

উত্তর : ক) কবিগরু রিীন্দ্রনোথ ঠোকুর রবচ্ত “ছুটি” নোমক ছছোলটোগলে ‘বিধিো' ি লত ফটিলকর মোলক ছিোঝোলনো হলয়লছ। ফটিলকর িোিো ছিশ 
বকছুবেন আলগ মোরো ছগলছন। তোই ফটিক ও মোখনলক বনলয় বিধিো গ্রোলমর িোব়িলত থোকলতন। 

খ) প্রস্তোিটি বছ  ফটিলকর মোমো বিশ্বম্ভর িোিুর। ভবগনীর কোছ ছথলক অথগোৎ ফটিলকর মোলয়র কোছ ছথলক ফটিলকর প়িোলশোনোয় অমলনোলযোগী 
হওয়ো, প়িোলশোনো নো করো, মোলক জ্বো োতন করো প্রভৃবতর কথো শুলন বিশ্বম্ভরিোিু প্রস্তোি কলরন ছয ফটিকলক বতবন ক কোতোয় বনলয় বগলয় 

বনলজর কোলছ ছরলখ ছ খোপ়িো ছশখোলিন - এই প্রস্তোলি বিধিো সহলজই সম্মত হন। 

গ) ফটিলকর মোলয়র ভয় বছ  ছয দুরন্ত ফটিক ছকোলনোবেন নো জোবন কী বিপে ঘটিলয় ছফল । ছকোন বেন হয়লতো মোখনলক জল  ছফল  ছেলি 
বকংিো ছমলর মোথো ফোটিলয় ছেলি কী অনয ছকোন দুঘগটনো ঘটিলয় িলস, তোই ফটিলকর ক কোতো যোওয়োয় বিধিো সহলজই সম্মবত ছেন। 

৪) “মারম এই অনাবেযক পররবার বৃরিবত মবন মবন লে রববেষ েন্তুষ্ট হইয়ারছবলন তাহা বরলবত পারর না” - ক) কার লকান গবের 

অন্তগগত? ‘মারম' বলবত কাবক লবাঝাবনা হবয়বছ? খ) অনাবেযক পররবার বৃরি বলবত কী লবাঝাবনা হবয়বছ? গ) তার অেবন্তাষ 

প্রকাবের কারণ কী? 

উত্তর : ক) আল োচ্য অংশটি বিশ্বকবি রিীন্দ্রনোথ ঠোকুর বিরবচ্ত “ছুটি” নোমক ছছোটগলের অন্তগগত। 

এখোলন ‘মোবম' ি লত ক কোতোিোসী মোমো বিশ্বম্ভর িোিুর স্ত্রীলক ছিোঝোলনো হলয়লছ। বিশ্বম্ভরিোিু সম্পলকগ  ফটিলকর মোমো - ছসই সূলে তোর স্ত্রী 

ফটিলকর মোবম হন। 

খ) ‘অনোিশযক পবরিোর িৃবদ্ধ' ি লত অকোরলণ পবরিোলরর সেসয সংখযো িো়িোলনোর কথো ছিোঝোলনো হলয়লছ। ফটিলকর  মোমো মোবমর পরোমশগ 
ছো়িোই ভোবগনো ফটিকলক বনলজর কোলছ ছরলখ ছ খোপ়িো ছশখোলনোর জনয ক কোতোয় বনলয় এল ন। এখোলন মোবমর সংসোলর ফটিলকর আগমনলকই 

অনোিশযক পবরিোর িৃবদ্ধ ি ো হলয়লছ। 

গ) মোমী তোর পবরিোলর ফটিলকর অন্তভুগ বিলক ভোল ো ছচ্োলখ ছেলখবন কোরণ উটলকো ঝোলম ো ছপোহোলত বতবন রোবজ নন। তোছো়িো এমবনলতই 
তোলের বতনটি ছছল  - তোলের বনলয় ফটিলকর মোবম বনলজর মলতো কলর সংসোর চ্ো োন। তোই অকোরণ সেসয িৃবদ্ধ বতবন ভো  মলন বনলত পোলরনবন। 
তোই বিশ্বম্ভরিোিুলক তোর কোন্ডজ্ঞোনহীন মোনুষ িল ই মলন হলয়লছ। যবেও মুলখ বতবন বকছু িল নবন - বকন্তু পোলক প্রকোলর বতবন িুবঝলয় বেলয়লছন 
ছয বতবন খুবশ নন। 



৫) “মা, এখন আমার ছুটি হবয়বছ – মা, এখন আরম বার়ি োরি” – ক) আবলাচয অিংেটির বক্তা লক? খ) কাবক উবেেয 

কবর কখন ববলবছ? আবলাচয অিংেটির তাৎপেগ  রববেষণ কবরা। 

উত্তর : ক) আল োচ্য অংশটির িিো কবিগরু রিীন্দ্রনোথ ঠোকুর রবচ্ত “ছুটি” নোমক ছছোলটোগলের ছকন্দ্রীয় চ্বরে ফটিক। 

খ) ছস একথো তোর ছেহময়ী মোলক উলেশয কলর িল লছ।  তোর অসুিতোর সংিোে ছপলয় তোর মো ক কোতোয় আলস -  এিং ফটিলকর বিছোনোর 

উপর ঝোুঁ বপলয় পল়ি ফটিকলক ‘িোপধন ফটিক' িল  ডোক ছেন। ফটিক প্রচ্ন্ড জ্বলরর ছঘোলর িল  ওলঠ ছয তোর িোব়ি যোিোর সময় হলয়লছ - 
ছস িোব়ি যোলে - এ প্রসলঙ্গ িিোর এই উবি। 

গ) আসল  ফটিলকর জ্বর অতযন্ত ছিল়ি যোওয়োয় ছস প্র োলপর ছঘোলর অলনক কথোই িল । ছনৌকোর জ  মোপো, ছুটির কথো, আলরো অলনক বকছু। 
মলনর অিলচ্তন িলর ছয কথো িহুবেন ধলর িল বছ , প্র োলপর ছঘোলর ছসই সমস্ত কথো ছিবরলয় আলস। ছুটির ছয আশঙ্কো িোরিোর তোর মলন 

হলয়লছ, তোই ছযন মৃতুযর মধয বেলয় বচ্রছুটির ছেলশ যোেো কলর িুবঝলয় বে  - ছস বচ্রবেলনর জনয তোর িোব়িলত চ্ল  যোলে। 

৬) “মাস্টার েখন তাবক মার আরম্ভ কররত, তখন ভারাক্রান্ত গধগববর মবতা লে নীরবব েহয কররত” – ক) কার লকান রচনার 

অন্তগগত? খ) প্রেিটি আবলাচনা কবরা। গ) আবলাচয অিংবের তাৎপেগ  কী? 

উত্তর : ক) আল োচ্য অংশটি কবিগরু রিীন্দ্রনোথ ঠোকুলরর “ছুটি” নোমক ছছোলটোগলের অন্তগগত। 

খ) মোমোর িোব়িলত ফটিলকর অিিো বছ  দুুঃসহ। সু্কল  তোর মত বনলিগোধ িো ক আর ছকউ বছ নো। মোস্টোরমশোই তোলক প়িো বজজ্ঞোসো করল  
ছস হোুঁ  কলর ছচ্লয় থোকত এিং মোস্টোর তোলক মোর আরম্ভ করল  ভোরোক্রোন্ত গোধোর মত নীরলি ছস মোর সহয করত - এই প্রসলঙ্গই এই উবি। 

গ) ফটিলকর মোমো বিশ্বম্ভরিোিু ফটিকলক ক কোতোয় বনলয় এল ন এিং কথোমলতো সু্কল  ভবতগ  কবরলয় বেল ন। বকন্তু মোমোর িোব়িলত ফটিলকর 
অিিো বছ  দুুঃসহ। প়িোলশোনোয় তোর মন িলস নো - ছকি  অতযোচ্োরীনী মোলয়র কথো মলন প়িলতো। ক্লোলস প়িোলশোনো নো পোরোর জনয 
মোস্টোরমশোই তোলক মোরলত আরম্ভ করল  ছস বনরলি তো সহয করলতো। ভোরিোহী গধগভ ছযমন শত মোর সলেও ছিোঝো সলমত গোব়ি ছটলন 
বনলয় ছযলত অপোরগ হয় - ফটিলকর অিিোও ছতমনই হলতো। 

৭) “তখন তাহার মানরেক উন্নরতর প্ররত মারমর এতটা েত্নবাহুলয তাহার অতযন্ত রনষু্ঠর অরবচার বরলয়া মবন হইত” – ক) কার 

লকান রচনার অন্তগগত? খ) আবলাচয অিংেটির প্রেি রনবদগ ে কবরা। গ) বক্তবযটির তাৎপেগ  রববেষণ কবরা। 

উত্তর : ক) আল োচ্য অংশটি বিশ্বকবি রিীন্দ্রনোথ ঠোকুলরর “ছুটি” নোমক ছছোলটোগলের অন্তগগত। 

খ) মোমোর িোব়িলত ফটিলকর অিিোন একটি মূবতগ মোন দূগ্রগহ রূলপ প্রবতভোত। এটোই ফটিলকর সিলচ্লয় িোজত। তোর মোবম তোলক যখন ছকোন 
কোজ করলত ি ত, তখন ছস তোর ছচ্লয় ছিবশ কলর ছফ ত। বকন্তু তোর মোবম যখন ি লতন, থোক থোক ছের হলয়লছ - তখন তোর মন ছভলে 
ছযত -  এটোলক মোবমর দুিগযিহোর িল  মলন হলতো তোর। 



গ) আসল  মোমোর িোব়িলত ফটিক এই িয়লস বনলজলক ঠিকমলতো খোপ খোইলয় বনলত পোবরবন। বনলজলক অনোিশযক িল  মলন হবে । 
সোধোরণভোলি এই িয়লস মোতৃভিন ছো়িো আর ছকোন পবরবচ্ত িোন িো লকর পলে নরক িল  ছিোধ হয়। তোই ফটিলকর অনোিশযক মোনবসক উন্নবতর 
প্রবত মোবমর যত্ন িোহু য তোর অতযন্ত বনষু্ঠর িল  মলন হলতো। 

**** 

Prabal Sarkar 

 

 



CHAPTER 3 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

Text Book (page 38)  

I. Answer the following questions in one or two sentences: 

1. Kezia was afraid of her father because he was very strict, always commanding everybody 

else in the house. He never played with her. He had big hands and a heavy face; particularly 

his mouth looked big to Kezia when he yawned. She was specially terrified with the manner 

in which he looked at her over his spectacles. 

2. Kezia’s family consisted of her mother, father, grandmother and herself, besides Alice, the 
cook. 

i) Before going to his office, Kezia’s father usually went inti her room to give her a casual 
kiss. 

ii) After coming back from his office, he ordered for tea to be brought into the drawing- 

room. He also asked his mother to bring him the newspaper and his slippers and asked Kezia 

to pull off his boots and leave them outside. 

iii) On Sundays, Kezia’s father would stretch out in his sofa. He would cover his face with 

his handkerchief, put his feet on one of the cushions and snore while sleeping soundly. 

II. Answer the following questions( 30- 40 words) 

1) How would Kezia’s father behave in the evening after the work? 

An: In the evening Kezia’s father would stand near the staircase. He would speak in a 
loud  voice to get his tea in the drawing room. He would ask for his slippers after coming 

home. He would also ask his mother for the newspaper. 

2) What did Kezia’s grandmother ask her to do for her father’s birthday? What did she do? 

An: Kezia’s grandmother asked Kezia to make a pin- cushion of yellow silk for her 

father’s birthday. It was next week. So Kezia made a pin- cushion for him. She stuffed it 

with her father’s important speech. She didn’t know it. Her father was due to deliever it. 

3) What did Kezia’s father do to her after Kezia told that she had torn his speech? 

An: Kezia’s father was very angry. He asked his mother to bring those torn papers. 
Meanwhile, he asked Kezia to hold her hands out. He beat her on her hands. He did so to 

teach her a lesson. It was that she should not touch anything that didn’t belong to her. 
4) How did Kezia react to her beating her father? 

An: Kezia replied that she tore those papers to stuff the pin- cushion for his birthday. 

Kezia’s father had beaten her before that. His mother wrapped Kezia in a shawl. She 
clung to her grandmother. She was being rocked in the rocking chair. She sobbed what 

God made fathers for. 

5) What did Kezia usually see in the nightmares? When would she get them? What would 

her grandmother do to her? 

An: Kezia asked Alice what would happen if she had nightmares in the absence of her 

mother and grandmother. She saw a butcher with a knife and a rope in the nightmares. He 



came nearer her. When she had nightmare her grandmother would take her into her bed. 

She couldn’t stay in the dark. 
6) How did Kezia change her opinion about her father? 

An: Kezia saw a different father in her father then. He felt that he was really poor. He had 

no one to look after him. He was hard but that was a nice hardness. He had to work every 

day and was too tired to be a Mr. Macdonald. She had torn his beautiful writing.Kezia 

sighed and she told her that he had a big heart. 

7) What was the moral of ‘The Little Girl’? 

An: It teaches us that parent’s can’t be bad as little girl Kezia thinks. When there is a 
problem parents come to their help as Kezia’s father does. Thus the story teaches that 

children should understand their parents. They should not build baseless opinions about 

their parents.  

III. Long Answer Type Questions 

1) Why did Kezia think that her father ‘was a figure to be feared and avoided’? 

An: She was Kezia, the little girl. She was afraid of her father. Unlike other fathers he 

never played with her. He never showed his love for her. He never spoke to her with 

affection. He found faults with her too often. She tried to speak properly while talking to 

her father. It resulted in her stuttering before him. 

Once her father became very angry with her. He beat her. This was too much for the little 

girl. She began to hate him. The fact was that in reality he was not cruel to her. He also 

loved his daughter  like any other father. But he never showed his love for her. Kezia 

realized that at the end of the story. 

2) Kezia says that there are ‘different kinds of fathers’. Do you agree? Give reasons for your 
answer. 

An: Kezia is right. There are different kinds of fathers just as there are different types of 

human beings. However, there is one thing common in all fathers. It is that they bother 

about their children. All of them want to see their children happy in their present as well 

as future. But there starts the difference. Some fathers worry about the present happiness 

of their children so much that they ignore their future. On the other hand there are fathers 

who worry so much about the future of their children that they make their present 

unhappy. The innocent children can see only the present behavior. They judge their 

parents from their present behavior as Kezia used to do. 
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